
Opening & Welcome Thursday 8 Dec - 13:30 - 14:00

North America Regional Seminar: New York City
Agenda

Millions of North Americans are facing severe heat waves; hurricanes; floods; drought; and wildfire. Last year
alone, the United States faced 20 climate disaster events with losses exceeding $145 billion. Rating agencies and
investors are examining the extent to which an issuer’s vulnerability to natural disasters may be material to credit
risk. 
The municipal bond market finances action by sub-nationals to address public policy priorities. The fast-growing
green munis market addresses climate challenges.

Session 1

The Greening of Municipal Finance

This session will focus on:  An overview of the existing market and directions for growth.

Thursday 8 Dec - 14:00 - 15:15

Thursday 8 Dec - 15:15 - 15:45Tea break

 
 
 

Climate Bonds Connect 2022 
Gold Sponsor



The US has pledged to cut emissions to 50-52% by 2030, and Canada has committed to a 40-45% reduction over
the same period.  Investor demand has led the North American Green Sustainability and Social plus (GSS+) debt
market to reach USD343bn. Green labeled debt is the dominant theme in the region, followed by growing shares
of sustainability, social and sustainability linked themed bonds.
This session will identify market trends and look at enabling policies that could help both investors and issuers
reap the benefit of the sustainable debt market. 

Session 2 

Corporate Issuance

This session will focus on: Scaling up Green, Social, Sustainability and Sustainability-linked Bond
Issuances (GSS+) by Corporates in North America.

Thursday 8 Dec - 15:45 - 17:00

The year ahead is crucial in our fight against climate change – every moment counts! As climate impacts become
more frequent and severe; geo-politics become more unstable; economies plunge into recession; energy prices go
through the roof and people struggle to put food on the table, it may be hard to believe there is also good news on
the horizon. 

Session 3 

A Look at the Year Ahead
This session will focus on:   year that was (2022) and look forward through the eyes of three
invited speakers who will share their perspective on the opportunities we can leverage 

Thursday 8 Dec - 17:00 - 17:30

Thursday 8 Dec - 17:30 - 17:45Closing Remarks

Thursday 8 Dec - 17:45 - 19:00Networking reception
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